
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
• Please read the instructions carefully before you start assembling to ensure 

you have all the components listed on the instructions.

• It’s easier to assemble with two people

•  You should only require a flat headed screwdriver and a rubber mallet

BE CAREFUL WHEN ASSEMBLING
• Take care not to stretch or lift awkwardly

• Make sure the floor is level
• Use of protective gloves and footwear is recommended

• Please consider the environment when disposing of all packaging

WARNING
• Do not stand or climb on the shelves

• Not suitable for use outdoors or in wet conditions
• Never lean any objects such as ladders or steps against the shelves

• It is recommended that the units are fixed to the wall for safety
• Never exceed the maximum UDL loadings
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SHELVING UNIT

5 LEVEL CORNER UNIT 3 LEVEL WORKBENCH

CORNER UNIT WORKBENCH
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TAP
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COMPONENT CHECK LIST

10 x BACK BEAM 887mm

6 x HALF UPRIGHT 90º ANGLE

3 x FEET FOR 90º ANGLE HALF UPRIGHTS

10 x SIDE BEAM 437mm

5 x FRONT BEAM 630mm

5 x SUPPORT BEAMS

4 x HALF UPRIGHT 135º ANGLE

2 x FEET FOR 135º ANGLE HALF UPRIGHTS

3 x UPRIGHT CONNECTOR 90º ANGLE

2 x UPRIGHT CONNECTOR 135º ANGLE

5 x MDF DECK
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The five remaining uprights can now be 
inserted into place to create the full height 

of the shelving bay.

To create the third, fourth and fifth level repeat 
the previous steps used to create the first two 

levels. The levels can be spaced out to meet your 
requirements. Finally, insert the MDF decks onto 
each level to complete the corner shelving unit.

There should be 3 x 90º connectors and 
2 x 135° connectors to match up with each 

upright. Insert these connectors to the correct 
uprights, making sure the tabs go correctly into 

the slots.

To create the second level repeat steps 4-9, 
you can build each level at the height you desire. 
However, please note you must leave the top slot 
of the upright free when setting up the second 
level as this slot used by the upright connectors 

in the next step.

To complete the first level insert a back beam 
in the space left between the two 90° uprights.

To double check the uprights are the correct
way around, make sure the tabs are in the

above illustration.

The arrows on the uprights must 
be facing upwards.
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When inserting the tabs into the slots you may 
need a screwdriver to guide them into place.

With the tabs correctly positioned tap them
gently with a mallet until they are firmly in place. 

Attach the correct angled plastic feet to the bottom of each of the 5 uprights. 
You will have 5 spare feet if it is used as a single bay as this product can also 

make two half height shelving units

Using 2 x 90° uprights and 1x back beam insert the tabs into the slots, 
tap into place with a rubber mallet at the height you require the first shelf. 
Leave a minimum of 2 slots from base when choosing the slot for the tab.
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Now take 1x support beam and slide this in between the back beam 
and side beam shown in the image above. When inserting the support 
beam there are slots on the back beam and side beam for the support 
beam to be slotted into. This support beam should be placed centrally 

on each level of the corner unit.

Connect a side beam to one of the 90° uprights (A) . Then connect the other 
end of the side beam to one of the 135° uprights (B). Once completed insert a 

front beam onto the 135° upright (C), then connect the other side of this 
front beam to another 135° upright (D). Next, get another side beam and 
connect this to the 135° upright that you have just inserted (E). Then get 
another 90° upright and connect the other end of the side beam to this 

upright (F).
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